
Gain Unique Revenue Growth & Benefits of Chatbot 

Leverage Chatbot to improve 
customer satisfaction 
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No Need for Extra Headcount 
Handles multiple conversations at a time, 

with no need for extra headcount 

Accessible Anytime 

Reduces waiting or hold 
times with operators 

Increased ROI for 
Customer Support 

Reduce cost by automating 
low value interactions 

Streamlined Processes for 
Repetitive Inquiries 

Basic information or repetitive content 
like FAQs, are easily handled by Chatbot 

Improve Customer Service 

Chatbot provides interactive 
assistance real-time like a real person 

Automate Information Inquiries 
Chatbot offer automated and  

conversational self-service 

Immediate Response 
Chatbot have the advantage over humans 

in quick data search and accuracy 

Handling Capacity 
Answers every single 

customer immediately 

24/7 Availability Alternate Sales Channel Cost Effective 
Monitoring Consumer Data &  

Gaining Insights Chatbot is a digital customer service 
agent available around the clock. Use Chatbot  to track purchasing patterns 

and consumer behaviors  

Chatbot can sell your products  
for you because they’re online 24/7 

Chatbot is equal to loads 
of employees 

Instant and most immediate method to provide personalized 
support 

Offers comfort to customers to do it even while they are involved 
in other priorities  

Customers can avoid the hassle of being verified for each 
conversation (as they already login) 

Uniformity in information being shared across customers 

Convenience of sharing the chat transcripts post conversation 

Quick canned responses 

Waiting time is less compared to other channels (not having to wait 
on hold) 

Improves First Contact Resolution (FCR) by 7-10% 

Enterprise bot strategy offers advantages  for customers and 
workforces alike reducing mundane admin tasks 

Reduces complaint calls by up to 25% ! 

Learn how bots can help your organization by scheduling your personalized demo with us 

Password management  
Asset management  

Hardware procurement  
Network issues  

Onboarding and training  
Time and attendance  

Announcements  
Travel and expense  

Account/issue resolution  
Status updates  

Account upgrades  
Service alerts  

Schedule optimization  
Fleet management  

Inventory and fulfillment  
Real-time connectivity  

Lead management  
Opportunity management  

Quote creation  
Pipeline reports  

Purchase/sales orders  
Inventory management  

Vendor payments  
Expense management  

IT HELP DESK  CUSTOMER SERVICE  SALES  

HUMAN RESOURCES  FIELD SERVICES  FINANCE  

Bank Retail Healthcare Travel IT Sales Service 

Bots breathe a new life across all industries and functions interacting with their platforms 

Bots are here making it easy for your customers to engage 1:1, complete transactions and come back for more… 

Get Your Chatbot Built and Trained ABSOLUTELY FREE *Limited time offer | Conditions Apply 


